
Deluxe Bore Guide Kit

Assembly, Care and

Usage Instructions



Thank you for purchasing the TIPTON® Deluxe Bore Guide Kit. Please read the instructions thoroughly

before attempting to clean your firearm. Since we are always trying to improve our products, some

components may vary slightly in appearance.

The Deluxe Bore Guide Kit includes the following items:

Why use a Bore Guide

The use of a bore guide protects the critical surfaces of the rifle bore. Damage to the chamber can take place when
cleaning components such as jags, brushes and the rod come in contact with these precision surfaces. The use of a
Bore Guide maintains a central location of these components and controls rod flex while cleaning. A Bore Guide also
keeps solvents and oils out of the action.

Why use a Muzzle Guide

Most rifles have machined profile at the end of the barrel called the “crown”. This machined feature creates a recess to
protect the lands and grooves where they intersect the end of the barrel. The crown is the last surface the base of the
bullet makes contact with before leaving the barrel. Imperfections along this intersection will cause irregular barrel
pressures to push the bullet off target.
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How to use the Basic Bore Guide

The Bore Guide is simple to use.

1. Install the appropriate tip for your rifle
2. Remove bolt and insert guide
3.Adjust sliding collar for snug fit into chamber and tighten thumbscrew and you are ready to clean.

Three interchangeable tips cover most calibers from .17 to .460. Note:The tips insert into the chamber and chamber
dimensions do not directly correlate to bore diameter, select the tip that provides the best fit for any given cartridge.

SMALL: most cartridges .17 - .24 (up to 6mm)
MEDIUM: most cartridges .25 - .30 (6.5mm - 7.62mm)
Large: most cartridges over .30 (over 7.62mm)

•Compatible with rods up to .425” in diameter.

•Adjustable position sliding collar for bolt actions works with most centerfire rifles. Fits bolt diameters .695” and larger.

•AR-15 collar fits securely inside receiver of AR-15 style rifles.

How to configure the RAPID

The Patch Plug (1004361), must be configured for either 17-30 or 30-50 CAL patch sizes.

1. Remove the Patch Plug (1004361) by using a light pulling motion until the components are fully separated. Apply 
equal force to both rails of the RAPID. (See Photo 1 and 2)

2. Choose the correct patch range as indicated on the push bar, 17-30 or 30-50 and align your selection to the same 
side as the solvent port. This step is necessary due to different built-in stops for the two patch ranges.

3.Align both rails and apply equal force to reassemble.
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How to use a Muzzle Guide 

1. Before installing a jag or brush on the cleaning rod, slide the appropriate Muzzle guide over the end of the cleaning 
rod with knurled surface facing the cleaning rod handle.

2. Install a jag or brush on the cleaning rod

3. Once the jag or brush has been inserted into the barrel, immediately position the Muzzle Guide against the crown of 
the muzzle

4. Maintain contact between the Muzzle Guide and barrel during the entire cleaning process for maximum protection
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Product #777-999   /    Instruction #10117334.

How to use the RAPID

1. Fully open the RAPID and insert a patch between the Patch Plug and the Patch Port. It is important that the patch be 
centered in front of the Patch Plug cone. (See Photo 3)

2. Simultaneously release the patch to maintain a central location while closing the RAPID. (See Photo 4)

3.Apply solvent or oil through the hole in the top using a Pipette to wet the patch. (See Photo 5)

4.The RAPID will hold the patch until it has been pierced by the jag, continue to push the rod until the RAPID releases 
the patch. (See Photo 6)


